
S'tur Relsdal and Jean Surde' explajn, to an interested audience, how gravhalional lenses dbtofl our

vr'ew of distant obpds in lhe Universe, during thoir Invrted Dscourse on Wednêsday evening

Afmospheric lensing effects distort our view of dis-
tant obJects. Similarly, without doubt, gravitahonal
lensins distorts our view of the distant universe, and
af iects our understandinq of varicius classes of exfra-
galactic objects from a physical point of vrew. During
Ihls tnvited Discourse we will summarise the theo
retical and observahonal er.rdence supPorting these

claims.
Afier briefly reviewing the history of gravitahonal

lenses, we will discuss the basic principles underly-
ing the formarion of gravitationally-lensed images of
diétant cosmic s)urces. Numerical simulafions, and
an opfical lens experiment, will be of help to us in
presenfing these concepts in a simple manner.
' ,\mongÏhe astrophysical .rnd ctismological irrter-
ests of obserr,rng and studying gravitahonal lenses,
w'e willp'oint out the possibili$ of deriving the value
of theHubble parameter H. from the measurement ot
the fimedelay, and how to estimate the sizes and
struchlres of distant quasars through observational
studies of micro-lensing effects.

Current observations of known gravitational lens
svstems, obtained with highly sensih ve ground -based

telescopes, will then be præented.Th"tq willinclude
severaf examples of multipy-lensed QSO images,
giant luminous arcs, arclets and radio rings. From
mcxlels of these enigmatic objetcs, we will show how
it has been possible to find out the masses of distant
lensing galàxies, to study the distribution of lumi-
nous ai"rd dark matter in the universe, and to esbimate
the sizes of absorbing clouds located along the lines
of sight to remote quasars. The various optical and
radiô searches for new gravitational lens systems,
now being carried out at major observatories, will
also be reviewed.

At the end of our presetrtation, we will discuss
major astrophysical aïd cosmoltigical aims for tire
rmmediate fufure bv setting 1rp, on a site with qotxi

abmospheric seeing, a medium-stzed (1-2 nretre) tele'
scop€ to bedevoted to the phottlmetric mtlnitoring trr

thehulfiple images of known and suspected gravita-
honal lens systems.
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